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1.0

PARAMOUNT RESOURCES

INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to Canada Oil and Gas Drilling and Production Regulations Section 86 and National
Energy Board (NEB) File # 2620-D-12-9 Paramount Resources Ltd. (Paramount) submits the 2019
West Liard Annual Environmental Report.
Liard West Area comprises of six gas wells (K-29A, 2K-29, 3K-29, M-25, 2M-25, and F-25A), one
disposal well (Paramount et al Liard O-80) and two production facilities (K-29 and F-25). All the
wells were suspended and the facilities in West Liard were deactivated in April 2008. In the
summer of 2011 Paramount completed a zonal abandonment of the 2M-25 well. The K-29 Facility
is located at latitude 60o 28’N and longitude 123o 35’W, and used to dehydrate the gas from wells
Para et al Liard K-29A, 3K-29, and 2K-29. The F-25 Facility, located at latitude 60o24’N and
longitude 123o35’W, dehydrated the gas from wells Para et al Liard M-25, 2M-25 and F-25A.
Contents of the annual environmental reports includes the information listed below:
• Inspections at M-25 wellsite, K-29 Facility, F-25 Facility, and F-25A wellsite;
Erosion surveys at K-29;
• A summary of Paramount’s survey criteria used by Great Slave Helicopters Ltd. for the
quarterly reconnaissance of the Liard West; and
• Monitoring of flare stack verticality at the M-25 wellsite.

2.0

INSPECTIONS

Visual environmental site assessments were not conducted on the sites in Liard West in 2020.
With no permanent operators on site and no access across the Liard River, Paramount has
retained an independent consultant to undertake surveillance trips of the various facilities. Since
there are no vehicles on the north side of the river, all inspections have to be made by helicopter.
The Pointed Mountain pipeline and access roads to all three facilities were also surveyed during
the helicopter trips. Inspection reports were completed for each location in on February 20, April
28, and October 15, 2020. All sites were under heavy snow in February. A quarterly inspection
report template is presented in Attachment 1. Liard West site locations are presented in Figure 1.

2.1

M-25 WELLSITE

No visual problems were evident on site and the slopes appeared stable throughout the year. The
flare stack guides appeared to be sound. Damaged roof vents remain, plans for removal are
underway. A site layout is presented in Figure 2.
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2.2

PARAMOUNT RESOURCES

F-25 Facility

The flare stack, cathodic protection and propane tank volumes were monitored throughout all
three inspections. The flare stack lights were not operational and require replacement. A site
layout is depicted in Figure 3.

2.3

K-29 FACILITY

The flare stack, cathodic protection, and propane tank volumes were monitored throughout all
inspections. The thermoelectric generator was serviced during the March inspection. At the time
of all inspections, no leaks from equipment, and no evidence of open valves were identified. The
flare stack lights were not operational during the inspections. Signs of theft in the camp were
found during the August inspection; however no damage was done to the equipment. A site
layout is shown in Figure 4.

3.0

MONITORING

Following the successful restoration and stabilization of areas disturbed by construction activities,
the monitoring program continues as a maintenance activity. Erosion monitoring of the Pointed
Mountain pipeline, M-25 pipeline/access road, and the K-29 access road/pipeline were completed
in October 14, 2020. The access road is overgrown with tall willows, erosion at stream crossings
and loss of cover due to beaver dams were noted during the inspections. A flooding event in 2018
has made bridges north of F-25 unpassable; Paramount is investigating potential solutions to
correct the bridge issues for when the access road is required.
Geotechnical monitoring at the M-25 wellsite was completed in July 2012. No major geotechnical
concerns have been identified; indeed, geotechnical conditions along the various rights of way
were generally considered to be good, i.e. similar if not somewhat improved from those observed
in July 2012. There have been no reports of any new major instability in the area. Paramount
recommends completing next geotechnical and erosion monitoring only in the event that erosion
issues are identified.

4.0

REFERENCES

Paramount Resources, 2008 - 2015. Unpublished Liard West 2007 - 2015 Annual Environmental
Report; Northern Corporate Operating Unit.
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FIGURES
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ATTACHMENT 1: INSPECTION REPORT
TEMPLATE
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Liard West (K-29, F-25 & M-25)
Quarterly Inspection Report
Fax completed reports to Elaine Hayward (403.266.7315). Keep a copy for your own records.

Date of Inspection (yy/mm/dd):

Inspector (please print):
Signature:

K-29
1.

Are flarestack lights operational? 2

2.

What is the output of the flarestack Thermelectric Generators
(TEGs)?3

3.

What are the flarestack propane tank volumes (%)?4

4.

What is the output of the cathodic protection TEGs?5

5.

What are the cathodic protection propane tank volumes (%)6?

6.

Signs of leaks from tanks and equipment?
Signs of open valves?

7.

What is the pipeline N2 cap pressure?7

8.

Signs of tampering or vandalism?

9.

Comments / Other Observations

Yes

No

Volts:________
Amps:________
Volts:________
Amps:________
Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes

No

2

Midway light is solid, top is flashing
Lighting instructions are posted in the inside of the TEG door.
4
Only one propane tank (C3) will be hooked up at a time. When the C3 is between 10 and 15%, it then should be hooked up to a full C3. The
minimum C3 pressure to the flarestack TEG is 110 kPa.
5
The cathodic protection TEGs, and manufacturer’s instruction manual are located in the silver building between the storage tanks and shop
building. There are three TEGs but only two need to be operational. Lighting instruction is posted in the inside of the TEG door.
6
Only one C3 will be hooked up at a time. When the C3 is between 10 and 15%, it then should be hooked up to a full C3. The minimum C3
pressure to the cathodic protection TEG is 44 kPa.
7
There is a pressure gauge on the pipeline riser at K-29, which should read approximately 200 kPa.
3

MARCH 2016
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F-25
1.

Are flarestack lights operational? 8

Yes

No

2.

What is the output of the flarestack Thermelectric Generators (TEGs)?9

3.

What are the flarestack propane tank volumes (%)?10

4.

Signs of leaks from tanks and equipment?
Signs of open valves?

Yes
Yes

No
No

5.

Signs of tampering or vandalism?

Yes

No

6.

Comments / Other Observations

Volts:________
Amps:________

M-25
1.

Measure the drain flow

2.

Check verticality of flarestack pipeline supports; attach photographs

3.

Comment on any signs of increased seepage on the face of the north
cutslope and berm; attach photographs

4.

Comments / Other Observations

8

Midway light is solid, top is flashing
Lighting instructions are posted in the inside of the TEG door.
10
Only one propane tank (C3) will be hooked up at a time. When the C3 is between 10 and 15%, it then should be hooked up to a full C3. The
minimum C3 pressure to the flarestack TEG is 110 kPa.
9

MARCH 2016
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